Today, we say goodbye to Xavier, who has been the backbone of the Surgery Department and POSH since he arrived. To pick only a few of his many and varied contributions, Xavier

- made sure the POSH team never got lost in new meeting locations (counterbalancing the director’s inability to give correct directions)
- became a laminating, poster, and banner guru, even learning how to barter laminating sheets for other office supplies
- knew the name and job function of every helpful person on campus so as to get anything done – and immediately – since everyone liked him so much!
- could fix almost every computer issue, and if he couldn’t, had IT come and fix it
- is always unfailingly polite, pleasant, good natured, and kind. We tried to get him to stop saying sir and ma’am but that never happened!

Xavier made himself indispensable from the day he arrived, and we don’t know what we will do without him. But we know he will go onto amazing things, as his talent, work ethic, and people skills will take him farther than he can imagine!

Good luck Xavier! We will miss you!